FYE 101: Succeed at the G helps students **connect today and excel tomorrow.**

Students will connect with the UNCG community, campus resources, and opportunities, while developing skills essential for academic success, and begin their journey to discover their own purpose and potential at the G.

![Text box with features of FYE 101]

**2 CREDIT HOUR, TRANSITION SEMINAR**
- Small class size (<25)
- Committed & Caring FYE Instructor
- Mentorship from a Peer Academic Leader
- Meaningful & Impactful Work
- Success Plan & Critical Reflections

**Academic & Personal Development**
- Keker Common Experience
- Connection to UNCG Campus Community
- Networking Across Campus
- Exposure to Campus Resources
- Meet New People & Make Friends

---

**91%**
Agreed that being in the FYE 101: Succeed at the G course has been a positive experience.

**95%**
Agreed their FYE Instructor demonstrated excellence in teaching.

**96%**
Believed their PAL genuinely cared about them as a student.

**87%**
Agreed their FYE 101: Succeed at the G course provided them with knowledge to be successful in life.

"I was able to gain insight on different resources around campus to help with my transition to the G. In class, we also talked a lot of character strengths and weaknesses and I was able to start working on some of my weaknesses, in order to **begin the process of transforming into the best version of myself.** I also enjoyed meeting people in class who were going through similar challenges that I was because we were able to help each other out. We also got to experience things not every freshman was able to and learn advantages and smart habits we can take and **utilize throughout my college years and even when I'm in my career.**" –Fall 2018 Student

---

**Interested in Enrolling?**

Connect with New Student Transitions & First Year Experience at

**YFY@UNCG.EDU**